
















•Direction: In each question below three

statements are given. You have to identify

which statement contains error and mark it

as your option.



6. (i) Manish regretted his selfish behavior by not spending more time

among his children while they were growing up.

(ii) It is a magical experience when you spent an entire day meeting

young entrepreneurs and learning new technologies and processes

from innovative producers striving to make a difference.

(iii) Because the convict developed a full-proof escape plan, he was

able to elude capture for over twelve years.

A) Only (i) is wrong

B) Only (ii) is wrong

C) Only (iii) is wrong

D) Both (i) and (ii) are wrong

E) All correct

Option D

Explanation: (i) among=>with ; with 

his children. (ii) spent=>spend



7.(i) Reducing the use of cash in the economy and attacking

black money are wholesome goals.

(ii) The government has done well to offer those who passed

up the Income Declaration Scheme (IDS) one more chance

to disclose unaccounted income and become legitimate

citizens.

(iii) Hillary Clinton won more votes than Trump but lose

the election because Donald Trump won more seats in the

electoral college.

A) Only (i) is wrong

B) Only (ii) is wrong

C) Only (iii) is wrong

D) Both (i) and (ii) are wrong

E) All correct

Option C

Explanation: (iii) lose=>lost. 

She has already lost.



8. (i) Competition over freshwater resources could

emerge as a serious threat to long-term peace and

stability in Asia.

(ii) Though there are a finite number of beans in that jar,

it is hard to count without the helping of a machine.

(iii) The tax department will reportedly probe deposits

under Rs 2.5 lakh if there is evidence of wrongdoing by

people after demonetization.

A) Only (i) is wrong

B) Only (ii) is wrong

C) Only (iii) is wrong

D) Both (ii) and (iii) are wrong

E) All correct

Option B

Explanation: (ii) 

helping => help



9. (i) The inventor was saddened to learn his latest invention

contained manifold flaws that would prevent him from going to

market.

(ii) A lot of hue and cry has been made about Donald Trump’s off

the record meeting with television executives at Trump Tower.

(iii) After five long years, an Indian minister was supposed to visit

Denmark in the middle of November, but the meeting was called

upon at the last minute.

A) Only (i) is wrong

B) Only (ii) is wrong

C) Only (iii) is wrong

D) Both (i) and (iii) are wrong

E) All correct

Option D

Explanation: (i) him=>it ; (Subject is his 

invention); (iii) upon=>off; (the second part of 

the statement starts with BUT, its hints that the 

meeting has been cancelled. For such case we use 

called off.)



10. (i) When war broke out in their home country, a

diaspora of refugees settled in a neighboring nation.

(ii) The Centre needs to clarify and make it clear that the

green cess in coal mining would be solely used for green

projects

(iii) His hateful heart and evil ways caused the man to lose

the respect of his family.

A) Only (i) is wrong

B) Only (ii) is wrong

C) Only (iii) is wrong

D) Both (ii) and (iii) are wrong

E) All correct

Option B

Explanation: (ii) in=>on



•READING COMPREHENSION



India’s gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 7.3 per cent, according to

the official data. The figure fell short of the 7.4 per cent predicted by the

Central Statistical Organisation (CSO). This is certainly a creditable

achievement when the growth rate in many developed countries is not

even half of it. However, what is most distressing is that the growth rate

in the agriculture sector was a negligible 0.2 per cent during the same

period. Had it performed better, the overall growth rate would have been

far more creditable. As a majority of the people still depends on

agriculture for their livelihood, the niggardly growth rate is nothing but

a national disaster the consequences of which are difficult to be

visualised. That the agricultural sector is in distress and some of the

farmers are even forced to commit suicide is no news. The fact is that

little has so far been done to strengthen agriculture. It is also well known

that the agricultural output has close relations with the climatic

conditions.



The recent unseasonal rains in many parts of India, followed by

searing heat wave conditions, have caused extensive damage to the

crops. In the weeks to come, demands for waiving of agricultural

loans and increasing the procurement prices of food grains are

bound to be taken up by political leaders. Eventually, the

government would be forced to concede some of their demands.

Needless to say, this will not help the agricultural sector to regain

health. Instead, it will only perpetuate the dependency of the farmer

on government subsidy, a problem that needs to be addressed in

right earnest. What is needed is a shift in emphasis—from subsidy to

investment. It is a fact that agriculture has not seen any investment

worth the name during the last few decades. In fact, after the success

of the Green Revolution, this sector has not seen much investment.



Cold storages that can protect perishable commodities like

potato and onion and warehouses where grains can be kept

protected from rains and moisture are just two areas where

heavy investment is required. The insurance industry can be

encouraged to come up with crop insurance policies which

are imaginatively conceived to meet the needs of the farmer.

If this kind of structural change is not attempted, Indian

agriculture will remain moribund and the farmers will

continue to wallow in distress.



































































•Direction: In each of the question below two

statements are given. You have to find which

statement(s) contains error and choose the

answer from the provided options

accordingly.



26. (i) Hope you will stand by me when danger

comes.

(ii) Are you sorry with what you have done?

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option B

Explanation: (ii) Are you sorry for what 

you have done?



27. (i) The approach to this part of the book is similar

with that to the other part.

(ii) He complained of headache after reading the

article.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option A

Explanation: (i) similar with=> similar to



28. (i) The ministers should be made accountable for the

common man.

(ii) He was discharged as there was no proof against his

guilt.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option C

Explanation: (i) for=> to

(ii) against=> of; (No proof against his guilt means he is guilty. So he

cannot be discharged. But the author means that there was no proof that

he was guilty.)



29. (i) The intelligence of many wildlife animals is indeed

amazing.

(ii) Every man, woman, and child was taken from the

town.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option D

Explanation: Both are correct



30. (i) We have being staying in a rented apartment

near my wife’s office.

(ii) We have already made a reservation at the

restaurant.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option A

Explanation: (i) being=> been



31. (i) Since the train strike began, I drove to work every

day.

(ii) The landlord will furnished the apartment by the time

we moved in.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option C

Explanation: (i) I drove=> have driven (Sentence 

is in present perfect)

(ii) will have furnished



32. (i) The company’s success have been noticed

by the financial press.

(ii) The entire project has been coordinated by a

Special Task Force.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option A

Explanation: have=> has



33. (i) She wasn’t going to argue with him or

bawl in his presence.

(ii) Priya needed to complete her mission, even

if she wasn’t sure how to do them.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option B

Explanation: (ii) how to do them=> how 

to do it. [subject- mission]



34. (i) He was taken aback momentarily, but he

recovered swiftly.

(ii) According to the invitation, the party will held in

the main entrance near the Christmas tree.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option B

Explanation: (ii) party will be held in



35. (i) Scientists have discovered a new Earth-like

planet orbiting a red dwarf star about 40 light-years

away.

(ii) There are two ways of the body to tackle

infectious diseases – curing and prevention.

A) Only statement (i) contains error

B) Only statement (ii) contains error

C) Both (i) and (ii) contains error

D) Both (i) and (ii) are error free

Option B

Explanation: (ii) for the body




